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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Reactions to an ever-changing environment often 
come faster than response to staid settled surroundings. 
This is certainly true of Anjolie Ela Menon. Born in 
Burnpur, Bengal/ in 1940/ she went to school in Lovedale 
near Ooty. She later studied at the Sir.J.J.Scholl of 
Art in Bombay and at Delhi University; leaving in 1960 
for Paris to specialize in fresco painting at the Ecole 
superieur Nationale des Beaux Arts. 
Since her marriage in 1961/ she has travelled 
contantly as her husband's work so demanded it. 
Several impressions were consumed and interpreted 
by her during her year in Paris even while she learnt to 
mix lime with sand to prepare the wall essential for 
fresco-smarting from the lime whenever it bit her. It 
was strangely enough not the fine fresco layers of 
colour which affected her later paintings but the 
luminous washes of water colour applied by a Mexican 
painter named Toledo/ with whom she shared a studio in 
Paris. 
An influence requires the correct stimulus which 
perhaps fresco did not provide her. 
( 1 - 1 ) 
I'M DRIVEN BY SOMETHING STRONGER THAN ME 
From New York to Mumbai, after a dryspell of eitht 
years, artist Anjolie Ela Menon is blazing a new trail 
with Mutations, her computer and photography aided art. 
Playfully describing the oil-on processed paper technique 
as 'my pentimento' from the Italian pentiris; "to repent") 
India's most famous woman artist confessed that she is 
finally 'debunking some of the myths' she was herself 
guilty of creating. The startling alteration in her work 
was presented at the Sridharani Gallery in New Delhi 
against the background of her normative work- a 
simultaneously mounted retrospective of portraits from 
1957, at the Vadehra Art Gallery. In oil painting 
pentimento is the reappearance of original elements of 
painting that the artist has tried to obliterate by 
overpainting. Anjolie Menon has made it deliberate. 
Although the process is a secret shared only by 
Anjolie Menon and Sharan Apparao, the curator of 
Mutations, it is evident that computer software, such as 
Photoshop, has aided the assembling of Anjolie's 
self-parodic icons in a modern pentimento. The works have 
been printed on paper and then touched over with brushwork 
in very dry oils, acrylic and ink. Says Sharan Apparao, 
'Anjolie has made a big breakthrough. 
While travelling through Europe from 1960-62 
Menon encountered early Christain art the full frontal 
figures found in Icons, which was to become an important 
aspect of her paintings. This figures was to mingle with 
the stark forms of Paulklee and Modiliani and turn, into 
a system of technique and imagery peculiar to Menon. 
Thirteenth and fourteenth century Europeon paintings 
also left their impact on her work through their smooth, 
brushless surfaces. They were painted in tempera, which 
cannot be worked upon with impasto the way it is 
possible with oils. 
Tempra paintings of this period were painted on 
wood panels and it was only towards the last quarter of 
the fifteenth century that canvas came into use. 
Menon also works on hard wooden boards but her 
reasons for doing so are based on practical problems. 
Her life has always intinerant, bearing the impact of 
many changes and travels. Not findings it always 
possible to get a good stretched made or find a good 
canvas and have it properly stretched. 
On View After Nine Years; 
"Last Month, Three of Anjolie Ela Menon's 
paintings were sold at the Sothebys' in London, fetching 
four times their estimated price. Coincidentally, the 
next day a solo show of the artist's latest innovative 
work entitled Mutations opened at the Wallace Galleries 
in Chelsea, New York. About 350 art lovers and 
connoisseurs arrived, which is unusual for such an event 
in New York. Had word spread about the success of 
Menon's paintings at the auction of contemporary, Indian 
Art at the Sotheby's ? While that may be difficult to 
say, the turnout reveals clearly how highly her works 
are rated. 
Now back home Menon is to hold two more solos of 
her works after a gap of nine years, at two different 
galleries in the city. While, Mutations will be on 
Exhibition from today at Shridharani Gallery, Trievni 
Kala Sangam, the Vadhera Art Gallery has put together a 
show of Menon's portraits spanning four decades, making 
it retrospective in content portraits opens tomarrow. 
1st No. 1996, "Delhi Times". 
C H A P T 
A SHORT HISTORY OF 
ANJOLIE ELA MENON'S LIFE 
C H A P T E R - I 
A SHORT HISTORY OF ANJOLIE ELA MENON'S LIF I 
A n j o l i e E la Menon was born in 1 9 4 0 ' | ^ / i n West 
Bengal. She went to school in the Nilgiri Hills, Tamil 
Nadu, and there after had a brief spell at the 
J.J.School of Art in Bombay. 
Subsequently she earned a Honour degree in 
English Literature from Delhi University. After holding 
Exhibitions in Bombay and Delhi in the late I950's.Menon 
worked and studied in Paris at the Ecole - des - Beaux. 
Arts in 1961-62 on a French government scholarship 
before returning home. She travelled Extensively in Europe 
and West Asia, studying Romanesque and Byzantive art. 
Since she has lived, in Englandf and U.S.A., Germany and 
Russia. 
She has had over thirty solo shows culminating in 
1997, and has participated in several international 
group shows. In addition to paintings in private and 
corporate. Collections, her works have been acquired by 
major museums in India and abroad. She is also a well 
known muralist and has represented India at the Aligarhs 
Bieunale, and the Sao Paulo Bieunale, Brazil. She has 
been invited by the British Council, the U.S. state 
Department and the French Ministry of Culture ot confer 
with leading artists in those countries. She has served 
in the advisory conunittee. The paintings of Anjolie Ela 
Menon is a recognised representation of the contemporary 
Indian art. The art critics characterise her works as 
majical» Enigmatic or mysterious and that they instil a 
feeling of great Empathy in the minds of those who watch 
them. It is also said that she is mavarick in her 
domain. She represents the spirit of Indian art with a 
mytical elements. She is among the few talented Indian 
artists who have imbibed the universal trans in art and 
contributed to its richness by their individuality and 
creative mind. 
As one another points out "The recent Emergency 
of a real market for such art has added to the intensity 
of the activity and the diversity of the movements and 
schools that have taken form, ranging from the 
traditionlists to the international Avant Grade Menon 
belong sto none of them, her work has always eluded 
categorization, yet her achievement is both definitive 
and Emphatic. This period raw a pre-Eminent development 
in the artists" personal life. Anjolie became engaged to 
her childhood friend Raja Gopal Menon, a young sub. 
Lieutenant, in the Indian Navy, and then went off to 
teach atlovedale. The short stay in the Nilgiris was 
almost too idylliC/ although not very many people there 
understood her painting. 
Anjolie realized that her survival as an artist 
in India would depend on being able to lead a 'double 
life', a skill she mastered to a fine art in the years 
ahead - retreating into her shell of passionate 
creativity while making instant chamelion - like 
transitions to the every day world, in this case that of 
a teacher, later as a wife and mother. 
Impending motherhood and the opportunity of being 
with her husband led to Anjolie leaving lovedale. 
Joining Raja in Bombay she sized an offer from the 
local Alliance Francaise to mount a Solo Exhibition in 
November 1963; she was ei4lht months pregnant and her 
first son Aditya, was born a month later. This was the 
first of many Exhibitions that were to follow in Bombay 
culminating her retorspective of 1988 at the Jahangir 
Art Gallery. She showed small water colours and as it 
turned out, this was also the only Exhibition of water -
colours that the artist ever had. 
With her husband back at sea, Anjolie went to 
Lucknow to her father's home. The Lucknow period 
provided Anjolie an opportunity to execute a mural 
conunission {the first of many), at the Uttar Pradesh 
state secretariat. Relying on her training and mastery of 
Fresco painting, Anjolie created a Collage of Moghul 
buildings which, to all appearances, seemed to recall 
the Islamic architecture and Nawabi culture of Lucknow. 
The palette was a mix of brown and dark red, elivened by 
the Golds and blacks of Byzantium, the colours of Greek 
icons and the Coptic Churach. This mural turned out to 
have a lasting effects on Anjolie'stechnique. The 
scratchy, serrated surface allowed her to use her friend 
Toledo's ink-wash effects in a dramatically different 
manner. She developed this method with oils to stunning 
effects and, after this success, she totally abandoni j 
paper and canvas to work on masonite the hard board 
which soon became a hall mark of the Menon majic. She 
acknowledges that many of the milestones in the 
evolution of her now well-known surfaces were the result 
of happy accidents. 
Marriage to a navy officer involved an itinerant 
life, and the Menon's arrived in England in 1965. Their 
two-years-old son Aditya had to be left behind in India 
initially, for this was not what is termed a 'family' 
posting and the artist had to fend for herself 
financially. This was a time when it was not possible to 
remit even fii*fe rupees abroad from India, and Anjolie 
found herself cut off from the support of family and 
friends that is so much a part of the Indian life -
style. 'I had to use my skills as a painter to survive 
in Portsmouth', recounts the artist. At the turn of this 
decade one observes a transition from the nude to the 
window and the concomitant shift in cerebral mode these 
painted windows in turn led to the use of real windows 
as objects trouves and, despite the inherent risk of 
being termed gimmicky, the experiment succeeds. 
In the paintings of the late 1970s there was 
often more than a hint of death, which seemed a 
resurrection of the grief that remained suppressed after 
the death of her father in 1976. General Dev was an 
abiding presence in Anjolie's life, and she recollects 
that he assumed both paternal and maternal roles after 
the tragic loss of her mother in 1955. 
The empty chair became a powerful manifestation 
of her mourning. She achieves a mouing poignancy in the 
fold of the fabric, the chair that will be occupied at 
the moment of seeing, the protogonist who is poised to 
but may never enter the painting. Parodoxically, in the 
aftermath of her bereavement# the 1976-82 period proved 
to be a prolific one for Anjolie. She held five 
Exhibitions in Booibay/ are in Delhi and in the U.S.A. It 
was after the Delhi show of 1978 that Anjolie began to 
become almost a cult figure in term of public 
attention. 
In 1980 Anjolie was invited by the cultural 
departments of France/ Britain and the U.S.A. to visit 
museums and confer with artists in these countries, as 
also to see what was happening on the contemporary 
international art front. 
In the autumn of 1980 her visit to the U.S.A. 
ended with Exhibitions in New York and Washington. 
During 1980s, Anjolie found a set of old glass 
negatives and several albums of royal pictures from the 
1930's in her husband's encestral home in Kerala. There 
early photographs and especially the formal stillness of 
the protagonists frozen in a timeless moment fascinated 
her. 
In 1988 Anjolie was selected by the Times of 
India to be part of their 150th anniversary 
celebrations. It was rare honour for her considering 
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that there was a wide and rich pool of senior and 
established artists for the Times to choose from. 
In the late 1980s Anjolie showed her work in New 
York in successive years when visiting her son Aditya In 
1989/ Raja, now a Rear - Admiral, was posted to 
Wellington in the Nilgiries and Anjolie found herself 
once again in the area that had cradled her formative 
years. 
In the early 1990's Anjolie introduced two new 
elements into her paintings. The serpent had appeared 
only insidiously in the past. It was enters many works 
as a strong presence. In her latest painting, such as 
visarjan and Journey to Bangkok, subjective intervention 
is reduced to the bare minimum. Anjokie's whole approach 
in the 1990s has shifted to a new plane. For the first 
time she assumes the role of observer and commentator, 
as in wounds. However, in her use of arehetypal symbols, 
whether drawn from christian ritual or from an 
essentially Hindu world, she continues to imbue her 
paintings with a luminous aura. In the ultimate 
analysis, her strength his not in the virtuousity for 
which she is know but in the fact that she continues to 
transcend it. However, it remains a paradox that the 
very poignancy of Anjolie's configuration his in the 
fact that the final direction of her creative compulsion 
AN EVALDATION OF 
ANJOLIE ELA MENON ART 
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A P T 
AN EVALUATION OF ANJOLIE ELA MENON ART 
Anjolie Ela Menon began her paintings in the 
mid-1950s. It is said that many of the qualities and 
motifs that are now ascribed to her can be traced to her 
paintings of this early period i.e. 1950s. During this 
period just a ager she performed her artistic genius 
under the inyenlse of instinctive vigous. It was not 
result of formal school which was to come later. As a 
young artist Anjolie ' applied paint with a palette 
knife, vigorous and bold strokes with some large 
unfinished areas. Her paintings during this period shows 
the influences of Vangogh and Mohighani, Munch and 
Rouoult and to some extent Jsunini Roy and Amrita 
Shergil. Her paintings during this early phase of life 
is devoid of formal up bringing, hence eclectic in 
nature. 
The technique of thick applfetion of paint and by 
Anjolie remainds reminds the work of the Dutch painter 
VanGogh, this is exemplified in partriat (Plate 1) 
Apparantly it learns the influence of Vangogh but it is 
the result of her intuitive genius. Some of her 
paintings during this period show the influence of 
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expressionist school but the India influence of visible 
in Fisherwoman, (Plate 9). In fact the line of the 
realed woman is reminiscent of the work of Jannini Roy. 
During this period of her artistic activity the 
used heavy colours which resulted in thick, texured 
quality. She slowly began to gain confidence and 
strength. The strong black lives used by her painting of 
early period bears the influence of the great M.F. 
Husain. Agreat Pioneer of contomporary Indian painting 
M.F._HHsain soon became her ideal and a source of great 
inspiration. It is evident from her early work that 
M.F.Husain's influence played a decisive role in the 
formative period. The influence of Shergil is also 
traceable although to very lesser degree. However/ it 
was during this period that she began to understand the 
genres and styles in the visual arts under the influence 
of her art teacher at Lawrance School, Lovedale. She 
also learnt the basis of Western art. She slowly moved 
to wards' the visual motifs and spatial arrangement' 
which later on became an integral part of her mature 
work. An important aspect of her work from the very 
begning is that she uses a strong central figure to high 
light the central figure intensity (mural) plate 8) 
There is no maturity in the form and technique. During 
this early period of her life. Yet her paintings shows 
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intense and innosent person Begning with 1905s her 
artistic work shows a further evolution. This is evident 
refugie and Mohan as a young boy. 
During this period she appears as a prolific, 
using paint. Some times she paints both sides of the 
canvas and covers every black surface from the wall to 
doors. As early as 1950's she was Acknowledge as an 
artist by art circles in Delhi and Bombay. It had became 
clear that Anjolie Ela Menon is going to emerge as a 
great artist, which proved ture. 
Richard Batnolomew remarke Anjolie's work's are 
singularly mature for her years and with all the 
characteristics often experessionist she interest in 
landscape, in faceses and infigures which are symbolic, 
she has a bright palette which is tonet down some what 
in the latest pictures. 
There is also a shift from a marked romantic 
attitude of her earlier works to a quality of 
introspection and revelation. 
This opinion about Anjolie was expressed by 
Bartholomew when Ajjolie was just twenty years of ago. 
It was during this period that M.F.Husain introduced her 
to art circles in Bombay. 
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An;iolie in Paris; A Period of Transetion-
During her stay in Paris she went through a new 
experience. It was a period of transition. She enrolled 
at the Ecole-des - Beaux Arts in 1959. The life in Paris 
was hard for the young artist. She had to depend on a 
modest stipend given by the French government. The 
financial problem and a very hard discipline caused a 
crises and frustration in her mind. At the same time she 
found herself far behing the many talented young 
scientists. This added to her frustration at the Atelier 
Fresque. As a result of hard work day and night she who 
ultimately successful the did her graduation with 
Premier Mention' Despite a very hard life her paintings 
show her optinisim as a evident in Anou (Fig-7)/ and 
other paintings she spent her vacation especially during 
seems on hitch liking experations in Spain, Italy and 
France, Greece. She saw almost every major Cathedral in 
Europe as well as churches altars and painted ceilings. 
She spent ten days in exploring the prehistoric 
cave paintings in Tarquinia in Italy. This experience 
has a stronge effect on the evoluation of her 
contemporary art. 
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At the Louvre, the Jev'd- paume and the Uffigi. 
Galleries had greater influence on her then the Beaux 
Arts. She had Britist education but when she met great 
film maker Bergman, and Anotonioni and Pudovkin Widen 
her imagination. However her stay in Paris had a great 
influence on her artistci development. 
She spent her winter in Florence the great work 
of Giotto, Micheal Angelo and Learuordo -da-vinci 
Captured her mind. The chief characteristics of her work 
that is loneliness is manufest. The very wide and broad 
arpects of Europeon art also confused her. The question 
arises what was the main Aesthetic sense in her art 
during her stay in Paris. The answer may be spatial 
saparation and obsession with volume and form. 
The Emphasis was on qualities on Solidarity, 
Stability and durability. In the early 1960's 
Pacasso's name was at the top of artist many young seen 
artist of the time were influence by the cubist. 
The more younger generation of art its were 
influence by abstract Experassionism in American. But 
Anjoli did not follow any one of them her work remained 
Clusiv and tempramental. She used undefined areas of 
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colour. This is against geometric form of Cubism of the 
special surfaces of Cezannea and Matise. Thus Anjolie's 
known conformism grew strong in the 1960's. 
Anjolie did not follow the "School" of Paris 
instead she derived fron annoymous Romanesque. 
Past - Paris Period; 
This period is a period of matuarity of Anjoli as 
an artist. The Britience of the Brzyantine Icons 
Continued to influence of her very long period. Her 
artistic work evolve through her voyje to India after. 
She completed her Paris in 1961. She travelled along 
with Shama Zaidi. The Voyagers took months was full of 
hardship to the earlier Romansque a new dimension was 
added during his jernury she transguid visiual 
experience in her own distintive manner she created a 
visiual travelogue which was emotional as well as a 
chronology of four months was to India. Athens from they 
went to spata. An important thing to be noted during 
this Voyagersis that she filled alarge skeches books 
with intense water colour. But only a few photograph of 
these water colour are evailable which are fadded she 
reacted to her immediate srounding by creative her own 
contrasting word. 
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Her water colour landscape contain reach maturity 
and melan cholic quality her recollection of the visiual 
inprint trans figure into reality. From Grees Anjoli 
went to Beirut through our land journey. She stayed in 
the Caves of Petra. Her stay in west Asia left a definit 
impact on her work. She was very much influenced by the 
Ancient side in Syria. 
This is clear from Dead Sea. It appears that 
Anjolie was absorb into the time lessness of the past 
through Ancient symbols or achectectureal motifs. 
Anjolie artistic work took a change during her 
stay in Soviet Union. In Vladivassok Exhibition we find 
a new trend one of the painting Batushka depicts an 
Orthodox Russian priest with flaming eyes, reinforcing a 
much earlier tendency of the painter to present a full 
frontal figures. Anjolie had now Emerged from the 
shadowy moady Water - Colours and the soft Madonna like 
figures of the mid - 1960 that appeared almost to be 
bathed in blood. During this period of her experience. 
She learnt the use of blue colour effectively. The 
Opaque blue of her earlier work as is evident in 
portrait, was replaced by translucent layers of ultra 
marine and Prussian blue. 
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The colours are used to create a contras of light 
and shade love of colouris is intuitive. The works of 
early 1970's are exprensses pensive view- due to the 
colours used the pensive nuder Experasses innocence. Her 
two years stay in the U.S.S.R. witness a change her 
interest Byzantine Romanesque art develop fourther. She 
Created dark, Penssive Christ, like male figures. In her 
art the composition of mother and wife is a very 
important factor. After return to India from U.S.S.R. 
and Exebibition was held at the Accademy of Fine Art in 
Calcutta In this exhibition her composit art was at its 
best. It was the result of experiements in Paris, New 
York, England found a Unique interactions. 
Desmond Doiqt 
Made the following comments. There is promise of 
another Amrita Shergil in the the making". However 
during the course Anjolie own personality in art 
continued to be evolved. As one writer says. 
"Anjolie through her multi - layered hoard of 
memories to evolve her own path and painted in frenzied 
bursts admidst her children and the trivia of 
domesticity. A long with Prophets and Priests the 
Madonnas wearing crowns of thorns were nudes set against 
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the flora and fauna of dense tropical jungles - more Eva 
than Madonna - suggesting a certain shift in her handling 
of sexuality and repressed emotion." 
According to her own statement Eve a work of famous 
Italian sculptor GiselbertuS/ attracted her most . The Eve 
lies Wide - eyed and full of co-plicity udner the apple 
tree with a shy, sly smile that was frought with the 
knowledge that accompanies the loss of innocence". This 
period of Anjolies painting, i.e the early 1970s is 
dominated by Eve. There is a full presence of sexuality in 
almost all the nudes very soon we see six exciting 
paintings of 1971 dealing with the tragedy of Bangladesh. 
A long with human skulls and severed limbs there is a 
symbol of hope i.e. the birth of a new nation. The symbol 
is represented by flowers. The Exhibition of the mid 1970s 
saw a change in her work in the sense of use of strong 
crimsons, blue was not in the tradition of modern Indian 
art. 
By the end of 1970s a new trend emerges, in her, from 
the nude to the window. It was a transition from 
subjective to literary mode. 
C H A P T F R - I I I 
INFLUENCE 
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C H A P T E P. - I I I 
I N F L U E N C E 
•Were there any atrongi influenoaa on you when your 
were in •chool?" 
I went to a co-educational boarding school, Lawrence 
school, in Loveale# Tamil Nadu. In contrast to the very 
spartan background and military trradition of the school/ 
its Department of Art was like an Oasis of beauty and Clam 
presided over by an extraordinarry teacher, Sushil 
Mukherji. 
We were given total freedom here. The few of us who 
showed talent were called into his study and shown 
beautiful picture books, mainly about the Impressionists. 
Needless to say, our young imaginations were greatly fired 
by Van Gogh and we wept when we beared he'd cut off his 
ear. 
One day, Mukherrji allowed me to use his pelette 
knife and it was than and not a doctor as was ordiained by 
my family! Those early works were full of Vigour and 
abandon, with thick pigment applied in great swirls and 
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swipes. By the time I left school I had painted at least 
forty canvases; by the ago of fifteen I had sold quite a 
few. 
After Lovedale» you studied art in Bombay, then went 
to Delhi University and/ finally, to Paris. In the world 
of painting, music and literaturre, to whom do you feel 
closest? 
I had a rude shock shock when I joined the Sir J.J. 
School of Art in Bombay, at sixteen.. Here, there were 
nothing but rows of Greek and Roman statuary which we were 
compelled to draw from endlessly, and the effort to rein 
us in and steep us in British academia led me into fits of 
sullen despair. No swirls and flourishes and no influences 
here. But outside the school, imprressions came thick and 
fast. There were a lot of Exhibitions in Bombay. 
M.F. Husain and Mohan Samant, both of whom would 
influence me greatly. Samant's early work was the first 
abstract Expressionist painting I'd seen and I much 
admired his handing of huge, empty spaces. I left art 
school in disgust after about six months and then came 
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heavily under the influence of Husain, who was and 
continues to be a most charismatic figure. For a while I 
was influenced by the strong black out lines and flat 
surfaces of his style, but never his subject matter. 
When I was about eighteen I was drawn to the 
romantic, elongated forms of Modigliani, and to the 
lyricism of that great Indian painter, Amrita Shergil. 
Shergil epitomized perfect aesthetics, distilling into her 
very still pictures all that was most beautiful in rural 
India. I strongly rejected the Bengal School of painters 
that, 
At this time I painted prolifically and was not 
particularly concerned about finding a style of my own. In 
my first Exhibition there were fifty - three (53) 
paintings in a variety of styles. A that innocent age one 
acknowledged influences quite unabashedly. When I found 
myself at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris I was totally 
bewildered by a vast array of new ideas. 
I think we influenced each other greatly; his 
sensitive, colourful paintings were replete with 
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mythological creature from Mexican lore, strange images 
floating in coloured spaces gernered from the bright hues 
of my Indian garments - pinks, oranges and purples. I have 
already mentioned the influence of fresco on my technique 
during my time at the Beaux Arts. But a group of film 
buffs and architects I fell in with in Paris were more 
intellectually stimulating than most of my teachers and 
fellow art students there. 
Did you Explore much else in Europe, outside Paris? 
Yes, a good deal, Shama Zaidi,a friend from Delhi, came to 
spend six months in Paris. On the very first day, I rushed 
her off to see St. Chappelle, where we sat transfixed in a 
woms of glowing light in the centre of that Exquisite, 
shimmering vault that contains the world's most beautiful 
stained - glass windows. Our journeying began. We were on 
a Romanesque and Gothic Kick, hitchhiking to every 
Cathedral in France and to remote villages where we'd 
heard of a Romanesque church. 
I remain influenced by those stark wooden christs, 
the Madonnas so basic in their power and strength, 
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stoically feeding or holding an infant Jesus who, most 
often, would look like a miniature adult. 
And later, what influenced your work? 
It took me almost three years after that to return to 
Europe, and I went in very different Circumstances 
married. Pushing a pram:- but by then I had distilled all 
these influences into a style of my own. My own Extremely 
joyous condition of motherhood produced a spate of 
Madonnas and Child, Soon after our return from England in 
1966, I was pregnant with my second child and was too ill 
to paint for nearly a year. This next two years were spent 
in Russia in the very bleak, bitterly cold and sharply 
impersonal city of Vladivostok. Many people mistook the 
icon-like paintings I did on my return home to be the 
result of my Russian Experience, but mostly what I saw 
there was propagandist Soviet Socialist realism. 
Between 1970 and 1972, I again began working 
seriously. I was often in my father's home in Calcutta 
while the Navy sent Raja, my husband, back to the 
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U.S.S.R. for long spells. This was a period where the 
influence of my European Experience began to unfold. There 
were nudes set amidst a great deal of flora and fauna. 
Critics frequently referred to the pre- Raphaelite 
influence in there paintings. 
Others reacted because they were very European in 
flavour. Colour had started to assert itself and I was 
using a lot of blue. I had a series of Exhibitions in 
Calcutta and Delhi and glad to be painting once more as a 
professional. This is a struggle many women go through 
coming back into their own after a period of intense 
domesticity which usually covers the child - bearing 
years. In 1974 was moved to Bombay and I was offered a 
solo show by a major gallery. In a small corner of the 
flat/ and spilling over into one of the balconies, I made 
a make shift studio and set out to create a large enough 
body of work to do justice to such an opportunity. In 
retrospect, that exhibition, which was a turning point in 
my career, was extremly European in flavour. I drew very 
favourable reviews and sold out. Just being solvent gave 
me a great deal more courage and confidence. 
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Fror, 1974 to 1980 there were a spate of Exhibitions 
and several conunissions to paint murals for public spaces, 
hotel lobbies and offices. In 1979 we'd started building a 
house in Bangalore and from a junk shop where I'd gone to 
buy old doors and windows I brought home two interesting 
looking windows. In an Exhibition in 1978 in Delhi I had 
started using the window as an idiom, looking in on secret 
interiors or looking out into mysterious landscapes. I 
started using real windows. 
T I A P T E V - I V 
THEMES & SUBJECT MATTER OF 
ANJOLIE ELA MENON PAINTINGS 
TECHNIQUE AND STYLE 
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C H A P T E R - I V 
THEMES > SUBJECT MATTER OF ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
PAINTINGS TECHNIQUE AND STYLE 
A critic friend once jokingly alluded to me as a 
'neoromantic necrophiliac; a well-known Cacutta 
journalist wrote about me under the headline what is 
Anjolie Menon doing in the theirteenth century. And what 
he meant at the time was thirteenth century Europe. It 
is evident that I belong to no school either in India or 
anywhere else. I am quite prepared to accept that I am a 
maverick, finding self-expression in an idiom out of 
context with the time and place in which I live. 
Basically, an aesthetic choice has determined the hues 
and nuances of my technique, the 'look' of my paintings. 
Content, of course, was another matter altogether. 
"You mention content - you work is often imbued 
with a deep melancholy, yet it radiates beauty and hope. 
From where do these seemingly contradictory qualities 
arise?" 
Yes, my nature is some what melancholic, I think 
this is a very Bengali trait, where in trospection and 
the dreamstate inevitably result in the creation of 
music, painting and poetry which is deeply sombre. It 
has. to do with Indian nights under vast skies, the 
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poignancy of the monsoon, where suffering is held in 
abeyance in the presence of great beauty. This is not jo-
llity but joy for which one must delve into the inner 
most crevices, where surely some pain also resides. 
"Do you feel that your work reflects a feminine 
sensibility, and that it seems to capture, in 
particular, the predicament of the Indian Women". 
A feminin sensibility, yes. The predicament of 
the Indian woman? only in as much as it reflects on me 
and I am an Indian woman. Some timel think I am only 
crypto-Indian and, having had the best opportunities -
freedom, and indeed, success - I cannot pretend to 
identify with the typical Indian woman, especially one 
who is seen as oppressed or exploited. I am hardly 
concerned with events though I like to lay my people 
bare - I like to bare them abit beyong, what is decent, 
sometimes ripping open a chest to reveal the heart 
beating within. 
"But one also seems to hear a stifled cry from 
many of your paintings women and men behind bars, 
figures, whether human or avian, seemingly solitary even 
when with others. What need are you Expressing". 
I live in an extremly peopled world, my days and 
weeks are replete with events - journeys, happenings. 
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children food and all the proccupations and trivia that 
fill a large house-hold. I live alone, finding a secret 
space from with to touch the sources of creativity. I 
inhabit a place which I can share with no one for any 
length of time. This palce is subterranean, remote and 
inaccessible. It is a lonely moonscape of my own making, 
trespassed upon by the occasional bird or animal, and 
the protaganist is often the person I yearn to touch, 
the person I long to be, or just me screaming to be let 
out. 
I don't think that this conversation is quite the 
moment for me to bare my soul. I think my paintings in 
particular provide much grist for the mills of such 
experience in my work. 
"In earlier years, the eyes of your subjects were 
often browned out; and the colours you used for many 
years were often shades of brown. Latterly, the eyes 
have opened, and vivid greens and blues and reds have 
invaded your canvases what is the reason for this 
transformation, and what does colour mean to you in 
aesthetic terms? Is it a precise concept, a positive 
value, a quality"? 
The browned - out eyes of my subjects. I think my 
earlier work was for more autobiographical or subjective 
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and the manifestations of this introspection often 
stopped short of revelation/ keeping the final secrets 
unrevealed, behind hooded eyes. If in my later work the 
eyes begin to open or reveal something, it is not 
because I was being consciously secretive earlier on. 
When I view my subjects now it is far easier to be open, 
to respond to the brilliant colour and light that is 
ubiquitious if one lives in this country. I always had a 
theory that colours are born from the bleak wastes of 
the desert. I think of Rajasthan or of Ladakh, or the 
driest parts, of Marathwada and Andhara. This also seems 
to be true of my work when I look back on it. It was in 
my moments of greatest despair that the hooded eyes of 
my subjects opened to let in the light, and vivid 
colours invaded my canvases totally against my better 
judgement when I dream I see colour, some of it 
obliterated, some overlaid with yet more pigment, 
causing harmonies, discords, syncoption. Slowly it gets 
peopled, the emerging shapes still defined by colour as 
recognition downs. 
"Because you have studied in Paris and lived in 
the West frequently and for several years, some of your 
critics assert that the West speaks too laudly in your 
technique and sensibility. How do you respond to that"? 
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My 'Western' upbringing precedes Paris by many 
years. I was brought up by an American grandmother for 
the better part of my adolescence, my mother having died 
young. I reached Paris I already had a firm grounding in 
Western culture, to which a degree in English 
Lieterature added its mite. The other part of my family 
was Brahmo Samajist and, like many such Bengali 
families. It was extremely Westernized. In fact, I only 
came into serious contact with Hindu Culture after my 
marriage into a fairly orthodox South Indian family. I 
have often bitterly regretted there major gaps in my 
early education. 
In fact, having survived the post Independence 
fever of Indianness that besets our' art, I find myself, 
in the 1990s, in a major mature and cosmopolitan 
cultural milieu, in anage where the globe has inevitably 
shrunk. During in 1960s or 70s I was often made to feel 
like a freak for being so European in my approach, 
though it baffled me at the time that all the abstract 
painters in India escaped this particular criticism! 
"In that case* is the distinction between West 
and East in fact spurious when it comes to painting? Is 
there simply either good or bad art?" 
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Rather than good or bad art, I would say_ art 
that is special or particular. There are good and bad 
practitioners of every genre that has already been 
defined. But how about the painter who strikes out on a 
new path, creates an imagery, a look that hasn't ever 
been seen before? That surely is essential to true art. 
The enormous struggle to achieve that can take a whole 
lifetime or come to nothing. All else is but 
floundering, repetition, more of the same ad nauseam. In 
the arts it is very difficult to quantify excellence. 
Where the barriers separating East, West, ethnic and 
avan-garde are crashing rapidly. As the dogma and 
ideologies of the mid-twentieth century begin to crumble 
and regional identities are less clear, emergent art 
forms become ingredients of a vast multi-cultural 
mosaic. As part of this flux. 
"Do you feel a special affinity with Amrita 
Shergil - that earlier most gifted Indian artist, also a 
woman» %^o studied in Paris# and had, in some ways, a 
similar background to yours?" 
Yes, I felt a very early affinity, indeed 
adulation, for Amrita Shergil. I may have grown out of 
that obsession but I often speculate as to what further 
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heights she would have soared had she lived. Coming from 
a comparatively secure background, in economic terms, is 
perhaps considered a disadvantage by many of those who 
entertain romantic notions of the artist as starving in 
a garret. I'm sure, Shergil did, despite her 
background. I have done time in the garret too and it 
did inspire and temper my work with a certain sobriety. 
What I find hardest to shed from the conditioning 
of my background is 'good taste'. Beauty has become a 
dirty word in contemporary art. I find it impossible to 
divorce my self from beauty and, in the context of the 
1990s, this could be a serious shortcoming. The current 
iconoclasm has led to the worship of a genre that is 
essentially in favour of the ugly, the obscure, and 
against the qualities of harmony and balance that were 
once revered. 
"And the ubiquitious crow - to what do we owe its 
presence, like a recurring theme, in your work? How does 
this sombre-looking bird assume the role of dignified 
observer, indded commentator, in your paintings?" 
The crow? Not again! Living for many years in the 
concrete jungle of Bombay in the mid-1970s, my sole 
companion during the long days of painting alone in my 
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flate was a crow. Ultimately, the crow, who is one of 
the most human of creatures, became a sort of alter-ego, 
an observer demanding to be let in and he has been there 
ever since, though with diminishing frequency. 
"Could you comment on the use of symbols in your 
canvases? The kites, the trailing thread, the scattered 
cloth..." 
I think 'symbols' is perhaps too big a word for 
the small things that insinuate themselves into my 
canvases. 'Symbol' is a critic's word, surely. The 
threads, the necklaces, the kites, the little animals or 
draped cloth, transparent or opaque - these are the 
accoutrements and trappings that accompany the figure in 
my work. These are no conscious attempts at symbolism, 
though much has been written about the optimism of the 
kites or the sadness of sailing boats and so on. 
Sometimes it is mere ornamentation, the essentially 
feminine need to embellish or embroider, at other times 
it is the need to accent or to focus on the colour for 
purely painterly reasons such as perspective or 
tension. 
"*Wiere# in the world of contemporary painting, do 
you feel Indian art stands today? Has it found its feet? 
How can contemporary Indian art capture the interest of 
a wider world, of museums and collectors?" 
Much of the contemporary art movement in India 
got its Impulses from the West. If one were to take the 
1948 exhibition of the Progressive Artists' group in 
Bombay as a landmark, each of those eight artists to my 
mind was directly influenced by one or another master of 
contemporary European art. However, the three great 
Indian artists who preceded them - Tagore, Jamini Roy 
and shergil, whose contribution to the whole fabric was 
only properly assessed after they had died, still 
remain amongst those that brought an essential 
Indianness to bear in their work. I would venture to 
suggest that the principal reason for this lack of 
recognition is one of the market. I'm sure I don't have 
to go into the workings of the global art market of the 
1990s. Suffice it to say that it has become totally 
dominated by the dealer-critic nexus that is almost 
impenetrable for any outsider, particularly for one who 
might wish to continue living in 'a remote country of 
the Third World', Indian art has no serious patronage so 
to say, nor dealers who have the kind of financial 
backing that a New York gaint such as Leo Castelli has. 
Even our own acknowledged greats such as Jamini Roy and 
Tagore (who continues to be famous for his writing 
because he won the Nobel Prize) remain virtually unknown 
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globally because of a lack of publicity or serious 
writing on them. 
"Your comments suggest that you are enthusiastic 
about the work of several Indian painters. Would you 
care to eleborate on this and mention some contemporary 
Indian artists whose work you admire?" 
Yes, with pleasure. But I hope you will bear with 
me if I touch upon the background a bit, as this 
involves an assessement of nearly fifty years of 
artistic activity. We have, indeed, come a long way from 
the self-conscious attempts of artists of the 
post-Independence phase to rediscover the cultural 
traditions of their pre-colonial past. I have already 
mentioned the seminal influences of painters like 
Tagore, Jamini Roy, Amrita Shergil and Husain. In the 
landmark exhibition by the Progressive Artists' group in 
1948, artists like Souza and Husain launched Indian art 
into its modernist phase. The 1960s and 1970s saw many 
developments, including the nature-based abstractions of 
artists like Gaithonde, Samant and Ram Kumar, and a 
large body of figurative art, which veered from the 
extremely mannered and stylized to the expressionist 
painting of such artists as Padamsee, Krishen Khanna, 
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Sunil Das, Ara and Gujral. By the 1980s a flourishing 
art market had established itself, with the concomitant 
proliferation of dealers, collectors and critics. She 
took to hardboard or masonite which was available 
everywhere and also easy to work on. 
The board is first given a coating of transparent 
enamel to seal the pores, followed by a layer of white 
enamel paint. This is smoothened by rubbing zero 
waterpaper. This is a rough dark grey sandpaper. The 
preparation of the ground is brought to a fine finish 
with zinc white applied with a roller. 
Work starts on a pristine white support with a 
rough sketch made with a brush dripping thinned sepia or 
umber paint. Once the centre of a painting is located 
and the structure established, all the other elements 
fall into place. The exact starting point of a picture 
which expands itselfoutward and beyond, towards its 
completion changes from painting to painting depending 
on the demand of the image. I work from any point, 
without an overall plan, much like women who embroider 
from the centre of a cloth and spread outwards". 
Glazes of transparent brown can lightly alter a 
face; olive green or Indian yellow can affectits 
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tonality. Perhaps a colour is rubbed off deliberately, 
showing the underlying white and producing highlights, 
resulting in a certain translucency. This device which 
has been used in tempera paintings as seen in the wash 
and tempera works of the Bengal school painters. Menon 
uses several transparent paints for her fine layers of 
colour: Prussian blue, ultramarine blue, indigo, terre 
verte. Payne's grey and olive green. Many of Menon's 
glazes which are often varnished, have a golden brown 
tonality. Conservators of the future, if faced with a 
Menon painting would have to understand the glaze and 
not unnecessarily remove them, mistaking them for the 
varnish. 
Menon's early paintings had a matt finish. Their 
thick impasto gave way to a soft pearly glow only after 
1969, during her sojourn in Russia when her husband was 
posted there, victor Fyodoror was among the artists she 
met there. 
One of the happiest accidents is a portrait of 
Martand Singh which Menon had decided to wipe off as it 
had not turned out well. Having partially cleaned the 
face off she stopped suddenly. The partly erased effect 
had acquired a new meaning. Similarly, patterned 
surfaces made by the soles of shoes were inspired by 
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shoe marks left by a young son unmindful of a wet 
painting lying on the floor. Menon often works around a 
painting which lies flat on the floor rather than one 
propped up on an easel. 
Techniques and methods change depending on the 
dictates of a painting and a painter's striving to 
achieve on the canvas what the reative spirit 
visualizes. Menon's exacting methodology undergoes a 
change whenever she finds that the vehicle - the 
technique, and her artistic intention no longer 
co-ordinate and need to be harmoniously brought back 
together again. 
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II. REVIEW USE FROM NEWS PAPER 
"IT IS A BEAUTIFULLY ACHIEVED PAINTING" 
Says Ravi Kxunar, proud Ovmer of the Hussain - Mennon 
Tryptich: 
Art and Culture: 
Two buzz words that smell legitimacy for those 
with money and power. However sliphod his feet and 
unruly his hair, it is the mystical persona of the 
person who practices "art culture" whose association 
rubs off the grime that money by itself confers on any 
event or object and gives it a patina of ultimate 
desirableness. 
Such a one is Ravi Kumar, 61, the Paris based 
publisher of some of the finest books on art concerning 
India, art collector and just recently the person who 
bid Rs. 14 lakh for a beautiful tryptich painted jointly 
by Anjoli Ela Menon and M.F.Hussain. The auction of the 
painting was the high point of the special, "all white" 
evening crafted by the ladies of the Umang charitable 
society at the lawn of Roosevelt House, home of Mr.Frank 
Wisner, the American Ambassador. 
About the Menon - Hussain tryptich, he say, "as 
far as international contemporary art is concerned. 
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painting a picture together, as picasso and Braque did 
in 1910 is a nice tradition in the West I thought it was 
a good idea for a maestro like Maqbool Fida Hussain to 
collaborate with a divively sensitive painter like 
Anjolie. It is a beautifully achieved painting that has 
a great deal of sensitivity." 
It is this kind of sensitivity to issues of art 
that we need in any interface between the world of money 
and power and that of the artist. From helping the 
limited aim of Umang (education of under privileged 
children) to the larger one of protecting heritage for 
future generations, that is the task cut out for the 
likes of Ravi Kumar. 
The Hindustan Times, Saturday, May 3, 1997. 
MY INSPIRATION TO 
ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
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C H A P T E R - V 
MY INSPIRATION TO ANJOLIE ELA MENON 
This book in inspired by a very special bond with 
the work of Anjolie Ela Menon. Some years ago, Anjolie 
participated in exhibitions of contemporary India 
painting in New York, sponsored by Art wave U.S.A. As 
she prepared for each show, half complete paintings lay 
about my apartment filling it with much nore than just 
the heady fumes of turpentine and pigment. It was the 
presence of these nascent pictures, which seemed to 
breathe and come to life in such proximity to me, that 
made me want to explore the artist's work in greater 
dept. An added impetus, I soon discovered, was that a 
book on her oeuvre would be the first of its kind on a 
major contemporary Indian woman painter since 1945, when 
a book was published on the legendary Amrita Shergil. 
The present volume covers thirty-five years of creative 
work. 
It is a romantic assumption that, for easel 
painting, the artist stands or is perched on a high 
stool before the canvas. But Anjolie, for one, paints 
crouched on the floor, surrounded by a clutter of 
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rudimentary tools, brush and sponge, with music at full 
volume. In those months of exhibitions in New York. 
The book is now done. The paintings in it will 
endure and give pleasure to many more than their 
immediate owners. I deply appreciate the generosity of 
Anjolie's collectors in permitting our photographers to 
invade their lives and homes at all hours. Many friends, 
well-wishers, and my family helped to see this book 
through to completion, to each of whom I am grateful, I 
am especially indebted to Naina Kanodia and Amrita 
Jhaveri in Bombay, Vikram Singh and Rajaraja Menon in 
Delhi, and Vidur Chandy and John Isaac in New York for 
their help in putting this volume together. 
Finally, I would like to thank Isana Murti for his 
perceptive essay on the artist on whom he is an 
authority, and my co-conspirator - Arun Bhansali of 
ARTWAVE INTERNATIONAL, NEW YORK - without whose 
contribution it would not have been possible to start or 
sustain this undertaking. 
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I'M DRIVEN BY SOMETHING STRONGER THAN ME 
How would you describe your new work? 
Its* a departure from my earlier paintinys: new 
technology and materials have feed freed me from the 
constraints of Canvas and paint. Also, there is an 
element of chance in the new work which is what Mutation 
is all about. There is satire and irony in this series. 
The old imagery reappears in a new form, often mocking 
itself. It is as though I have distanced myself from 
these images but on now remaking them in a new mould, 
without exercising absolute control on the result. 
The title piece of my show is a picture in fine 
panels. The same woman exists simultaneously on various 
planes, in altering states of being. In 'Xenobia, II 
there is an overlapping image of two nudes the painting 
could be hung in reverse and still read true. 
"Is Time Juxtaposed in your paintings rather than 
Extended in the traditional way of Indian narrative 
paintings?" 
I want there to be no Time Neither the 
architecture nor the garments of my protagonists 
pinpoint an era. In narrative painting you need many 
figures. My paintings allow only oen thing to happen. 
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"Are you an obsessive painter* seeking to 
obliterate time?" 
I'm not obsessive* but I am driven by something 
stronger than me. It I don't paint for a few days, I 
feel restless and upset. I try to do my riaz every day-
sometime just put some colour on a blank, white surface. 
Some times, yes I paint like mad, like in Madras upto 
14 hours a day. I was working for the New York 
exhibition aching all over, exhausted, painting even in 
my dreams, working at six and getting back to work. 
One day seven, I couldn't even stand. Seeing this 
large body of my own work looming in front of me; I felt 
I never wanted to paint again. So, I took off for the 
beach alone, stood knee deep in the foaming, monsoon 
sea, trying to erase the visions which swam before my 
eyes. On day eight, I was back at it. When I returned to 
Delhi, I slept for three days, as though I was mortally 
ill. Little Madhavi, my eight month old grand daughter, 
sat prying my eyelids open with her tiny fingers, 
bringing me back to life. 
"What about the voices with in?" 
It is the voice within, as you put it, that has 
driven me, and revealed itself in my work it has a 
volition of its own and menifests itself unexpectedly. 
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"How do you cope, then?" 
Coping with what is within has been a life long 
struggle. At 56 I have begun learning that the search 
for love expresses a very strong need in women. 
We want to share the inner life but one can't 
share the religious life, for example. The ultimate 
lesson in life is ultimate loneliness. 
"You know there is this myth you seem to have 
created about you that you are an ordinary woman # happy 
house wife " 
I remember a well-known woman journalist who came 
to interview me, who tried to provoke me to say I was 
unhappy, bitter or some - thing like that. Finally, she 
lost her temper and left saying, 'you know I don't 
believe a word of what you' ve said. 
"Well, ifi:I believe you, I give you credit for making 
your life happy, successful, and creative?" 
I happen to be married to a good man, have two 
wonderful sons and now a darling grand daughter! And my 
daughter-in-law, I must have done something good in my 
previous life to deserve her I But happiness is another 
thing, a fragile state, elusive and ephemeral. I some 
times think it doesn't depend upon externals at all. 
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The creative turmoil, which often leads, to a 
state bordering on depression or melancholia, has no 
reasons, and its cure lies only in the fulfilment of 
one's endeavour as an artist. It has nothing to do with 
relationship it has only to do with the self. There in 
lies the inherent and ultimate loneliness. In this, the 
struggle is one's own. No one can help. 
"The Hindustan Times" , Saturday, Nov.9, 1996. 
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I AM DRIVEN BY AN INNER DEVIL TO PAINT 
Anjolie Ela Menon's Exhibitions in the Capital 
after a nine years gap comes as good news for both her 
admirers and art lovers in the city. Though critics 
describe Menon's portraits as often unnervingly frank 
and disturbing in their insights into the character or 
state of mind of the subject, Menon is severe in her 
self assessment of the body of her work that is 
currently being exhibition. "My portraits are not 
faithful portraits. A good portrait should look beyong 
the surface of the silter. The best portraits can be 
more prophetic." Certain aspects about the silter seem 
to reveal themselves in the portrait without her being 
aware of it. "I once painted the protrait of a woman who 
was very beautiful. But she emerged as extremely cruel. 
People were shocked but later on it turned out to be 
quite prophetic for she actually turned out to be a very 
cruel person." Amongst the dignitaries she has painted, 
she recalls the portrait of Indira Gandhi which she was 
commissioned to do in 1966-67. 
"I painted her with very soft and liquid eyes but 
the mouth was set in a hard line. People at that time said 
she is not like that. She was young then but as it 
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turned out, that determined mouth was very much a part 
of her. Mrs Gandhi liked the portrait very much and so 
did Rajiv. But San jay hated it." In forty years, Menon 
has painted exhaustively# doing a number of series, with 
style evolving over the years. Recalling the genesis of 
her famous. VJindow paintings, Menon says. 
"The first was done for lack of a frame. A 
painting had to be suddenly sent off to an exhibition. 
There was an old window lying in the grarage. I put the 
painting behind the frame and sent it off. That led to a 
spate of nearly 100 paintings which were fixed in window 
frames. It became a kind of ism which other artists 
followed." 
Her other significant series of works are Nudes. 
Madonnas and the latest. Mutations, which the 56- years 
old artist describes, "as a kind of retrospective for 
there are images from my very early works overlapping 
with work from the present." Considering the fact that 
as the wife of a naval officer. Menon has gone along 
every where with her husband Rear Admiral (now retired) 
Raja Menon, shifting house 32 times, seeing to her 
duties as a naval wife, it is remarkable how consistent 
her work has been." 
"Delhi Times" Friday, Nov.1st, 1996. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
Anjolie Ela Menon was born in 1940's in West 
Bengal. She went to school in the Nilgiri Hills, Tamil 
Nadu, and there after had a brief spell at the 
J.J.School of Art in Bombay. 
Subsequently she earned a Honour in English 
literature from Delhi university. She is also a well -
known muralist and has represented India at the Algiers 
Bieunale, and the Sao Paulo Bieunale, Brazil. She has 
been invited by the British council, the U.S. state 
Department and the French Ministry of culture to confer 
with leading artists in those countries. 
Anjolie Ela Menon began her paintings in the mid-
1950 's. It is said that many of the qualities and motifs 
that are now as cribed to her can be traced to her 
paintings of this early period i.e. 1950s. During this 
period of her artistic activity the used heavy colours 
which resulted in thick, texured quality. 
I had a rude shock when I joined the Sir 
J. J. School of Art in Bombay, at sixteen. Here, there 
were nothing but rows of Greek and Roman statuary which 
we were compelled to draw from endlessly, and the effort 
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to rein us in and steep us in British academia led me 
into fits of sullen despair. No swirls and flourishes 
and no influences here. M.F.Husain and Mohan Samant/ 
both of whom would influence me greatly. 
"Do you feel aspecial affinity with Amrita 
Shergil - that earlier most gifted Indian artist/ also a 
woman, who studied in Paris, and had in some ways, a 
similar background to your's" 
Yes, I felt a very early affinity, indeed 
adulation, for Amrita Shergil. I may have grown out of 
that obsession but I often speculate as to what further 
heights she would have soared had she lived. Coming from 
a comparatively secure background, in Economic term, is 
perhaps considered a disadvantage by many of those who 
entertain romantic notions. I'm sure, shergil did, 
despite her background. I have done time in the garret 
too and it did inspire and temper my work with a certain 
sobriety. 
"Well, if I believe you, I give you credit for 
making you life happy, successful, and creative." 
I happen to be married to a good man, have two 
wonderful sons and now adarling grand - daughter and my 
daughter in - law, I must have done something good in my 
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previous life to deserue her. But happiness is another 
thing, a fragile state, elusive and ephemeral. I some 
times think it doesn't depend upon Externals at all. 
The leads to a state bordering on depression or 
melancholia, has no reasons, and fulfilment of one's 
endeavour as an artist. It has nothing to do with 
relationship, it has only to do with the self. There in 
lies the in herent and ultimate loneliness. In this, the 
struggle is one's own. 
No one can help. 
LIST OF PAINTINGS 
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S. NAME 
No. 
YEAR MEDIUM SIZE 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Portrait 
Nude 
Martha 
Urchin 
Untitled 
Kara 
Madonna of 
Merriweather Road 
Dream 
Madonna 
Shankaran 
Kuthy's Birthday 
Jharoka 
Nandita 
Mme Von Hoessle 
Playtime mixed media 
Alie 
Jayshree 
1958 
1958 
1959 
1958 
1978 
1979 
1974 
1977 
1987 
1987 
1985 
1983 
1991 
1993 
1993 
1993 
Oil on Canvas 30 X 19" 
23 X 18" 
40 X 24" 
20 X 20" 
48 X 30" 
48 X 30" 
36 X 24" 
48 X 36" 
48 X 24" 
48 X 24" 
66 X 60" 
15 X 15" 
20 X 16" 
72 X 50" 
24 X 18" 
24 X 18" 
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1. Insana Murti 
2. Indian Artists at 
work 
The Meta Morphosis 
3. Newspaper, 
4. Newspaper.-
5. Newspaper, 
6. Newspaper, 
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